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Iran fires missiles 
at U.S. forces in 
Iraq
January 08, 2020

At least two military bases hosting U.S.-led coalition personnel were targeted. Iran's 
Revolutionary Guards Corps confirmed the attack was to retaliate for last week's killing of 
their commander Qassem Soleimani.

1. Iran has hit back at the U.S.                                                                                                          

2. The Pentagon says Teheran launched                                                                                         
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

3-1. Iranian State TV showed what they say are rockets                                                              
3-2. and footage of explosions and panic as                                                                                      
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

4. The base hosts                                                                                                                           

5-1. The Pantagon says it's clear                                                                                                     
5-2. and they say another base in the Iraqi city of Erbil                                                                  

6. Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard confirmed the missiles were                                           
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

7. In a statement, they also advised the U.S.                                                                                 
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

8-1. The launches came                                                                                                                 
8-2. whose killing had raised                                                                                                        

9. U.S. officials say President Donald Trump                                                                               
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

10. Hours early he'd said                                                                                                               
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"We're prepared, we're totally prepared. And likewise we're prepared to attack if we have to 
as retribution.”

11-1. Soon after Wednesday's pre-dawn strikes, an Iranian official                                               
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　
11-2. that mirrored a tweet from Trump, who                                                                                  
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

12. Prior to the launches, Trump's defense chief Mark Esper said the U.S. military was ready                                              
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

"The United States is not seeking a war with Iran, but we are prepared to finish one.”

[Vocabulary]
◻hit back: to deliberately hit someone because they have hit you;  to strike someone or 
something back.to get back at 
・Dan hit me, so I hit him back.

・I have to hit back when someone hits me.

◻launch: to send a missile, space vehicle, satellite, or other object into the air or into 
space; to travel into the air or into space
・The agency will launch a new weather satellite next month.

・The missiles are set to launch at any time.

◻ballistic missile: a type of missile that travels long distances and cannot be controlled 
after it has been launched  
・North Korea broke an 18-month hiatus in weapons tests in May, launching 27 mostly 

short-range ballistic missiles and rocket 
since then and warning of more provocative tests to come.
◻stream: to send something out into the air continuously; to leave a bright trail
・A meteor streamed through the sky.

◻footage: film of a particular subject or event
・dramatic footage of the raid

・video footage for a number of documentary projects

◻Al Asad air base: an Iraqi Armed Forces and United States armed forces base located in 
Al Anbar Governorate of western Iraq. The base is also used by British armed forces in Iraq.  
It was the second largest US military airbase in Iraq during Operation Iraqi Freedom. 
◻host: to arrange a special event and provide the area, buildings, equipment, or services 
needed for it
・Sydney hosted the Olympic Games in 2000.　
◻coalition: a temporary union of different groups who agree to work together to achieve a 
shared goal
・The two small political parties formed a coalition.
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・a broad coalition of independent pro-democracy groups

◻coalition force:
◻Erbil: a city in N Iraq; important in Assyrian times; de facto capital of Iraq's Kurdistan 
region. Pop: 850 000 (2015 est.)
◻retaliation: the act of doing something harmful or unpleasant to someone because they 
have done something harmful or unpleasant to you
・There is always the risk of possible retaliation against peacekeeping soldiers.

◻Qassem Soleimani: 11 March 1957 – 3 January 2020), an Iranian major general in the 
Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) and, from 1998 until his death in 2020, 
commander of its Quds Force, a division primarily responsible for extraterritorial military 
and clandestine operations.
◻brief: to give someone information about a situation, especially officially
・He asked how many people were briefed about the decision?

・Members of the committee were briefed on the plan last week.

◻monitor: to regularly check something or watch someone in order to find out what is 
happening
・The board are monitoring the situation on a regular basis.

・Police officers have been closely monitoring the organization’s activities.

◻monitor the situation:
◻likewise: in addition
・a painter who is likewise a sculptor

◻retribution: punishment that someone deserves because they have done something very 
bad 
・Many people were afraid to speak out because of fear of retribution.

・Retribution for the wrongs he had done eventually came.

◻pre-dawn: the period immediately preceding dawn 
◻post: to publish (a piece of writing, image, or other item of content) online, typically on a 
blog or social media website
・‘She posted a photo of herself with the singer on Twitter.’

・‘I'll post an article next week revealing the results of the poll.’

◻mirror: to match or express the qualities, features, or feelings of someone or something; 
to be similar to, or to be the same as, something or someone; to resemble
・Does art mirror society or shape it?

◻Mark Esper:  Assumed office; July 23, 2019: (born April 26, 1964) is the current and 
27th United States Secretary of Defense.

[参照辞書: Merriam-Webster, Oxford English Dictionary, America Heritage of the 

English language, Collins English Dictionary, Macmillan Dictionary, the Free 
Dictionary, Wikipedia]
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